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Zoom Out: The HLI Leadership Experience
# Zoom Out: The HLI Leadership Experience

## ME
- DiSC Assessment
  - Test Yourself

## TEAM
- Team Dynamics
- Structure of Teams
- Cuts Across Organizational Levels

## HARPER
- Access to Harper Executives
- Current Harper Issues
- Diversity and Inclusion
- Multi-Cohort

## HIGHER ED
- Emerging Trends and Challenges
Zoom out: HLI Outcomes
## Zoom Out: HLI Outcomes

### ME
- Employee engagement
- Feel a part of something
- Critical thinking

### TEAM
1. Wellness Thru Fun (WTF)
2. Understanding College Basics
3. Spanish and Polish web pages
4. Hispanic student peer mentorship
5. Student online satisfaction
6. Meet the Parents video

### HARPER
- Confident leaders
- Better stewardship
- Serendipity:
  - Fully online business degree
  - LCC Transportation

### STUDENTS & COMMUNITY
- Empowered leaders foster:
  - Student success
  - Responsiveness to the Community
- Continuous cycle of leadership
We Are Grateful For the Opportunity